Grand Transsiberian Adventure
Premium train journey for all seasons
According to the voting among readers the Grand
transsiberian adventure was called by the popular British
Lonely Planet Magazine as the Greatest Adventure. You
will find yourself in the deep Asia with almost inhabited
landscapes, the heart of Russia. The train that passes
through the endless steppes and widest rivers will bring
you to the Russian cities, breathing by the Soviet and
Empire’s history.
SAMPLE OF THE ROUTE
RATING: medium-comfort adventure
LOCATION: Vladivostok – Irkutsk – Moscow – St. Petersburg,
Russia
GROUP SIZE: max 25
COMMENTS: traverse 10,000 km in a train car, stopping over in
Russian key cities.
We are glad to offer our customers to book various options in
addition to this fully customizable tour. Please, find “Optional
Tours” in our site.
DAY

ITINERARY

Day 1

Meeting at the Vladivostok airport, transfer to the hotel. Dinner at hotel.

Day 2

After breakfast, we take a city tour of Vladivostok and a cruise of
Vladivostok Harbor. After lunch, mid-afternoon departure for Irkutsk.

Days 3-4 On the train, passing the scenic wooded mountains and valleys of Eastern
Russia

MEALS
D hotel
B hotel
L in the city
D on the train
BLD
On the train

We reach the high point of the trip as we ride along the shore of Lake
Baikal. Mid-afternoon arrival in Irkutsk. Transfer to hotel.

B, L on train
D hotel

Day 6

Transfer to Baikal. Cruise and sightseeing of the world’s deepest lake.
Waterponds museum. Traditional dinner of endemic fish at Barrel of Omul.
Overnight at Listvyanka.

B hotel
L picnic
D Omul Barrel

Day 7

Exploration of Irkutsk, museums of history and wooden architecture, St.
Nicholas Church and 19th century stately homes of exiled Russian
noblemen (Decembrists)

B hotel
L in the city
D in the city

Day 8

Free time in Irkutsk. Midday departure for Moscow aboard Rossiya Train.

B hotel
L in the city
BLD
on the train

Day 5

Days 9-10 On the train, we pass through the great Western Siberian Plains, crossing
the mighty Yenissey and Ob. In the afternoon on Day 10 we cross into
Europe, passing an intercontinental border sign.
Day 11

We cross the Volga in the morning, then passing ancient Russian cities of
Vladimir and Yaroslavl. Late afternoon arrival in Moscow. Transfer to
hotel. Optional tour of the city’s impressive subway.

B on the train
L on the train
D hotel

Sightseeing in Moscow, a chance to see the Kremlin, the Red Square,
Orthodox cathedrals and historic buildings of central Moscow. Lunch and
dinner at finest restaurants. Evening performance of your choice.

B hotel
L in the city
D in the city

Day 13

Full-day trip to Zagorsk to visit the Trinity Monastery, one of Russia’s
oldest 2 hours’ drive from Moscow. Overnight on the train to St.
Petersburg.

B hotel
L in Zagorsk
D in Moscow

Day 14

Morning arrival in St. Petersburg. Transfer to hotel for breakfast. Full-day
sightseeing in the orderly center of Russia’s northern capital, including
visits to key landmarks. Evening performance.

B hotel
L in the city
D hotel

Day 15

Morning departure for a full day in Peterhoff, a prime residence of Russian
Tzars, produced in gold and marble by Catherine the Great on the Finnish
Bay. The palace and park rival those of Versailles.

B hotel
L in Peterhoff
D in the city

Day 16

A long morning stroll through the Hermitage Museum of Arts in Winter
palace, to admire works of different ages and different countries. Afternoon
free or filled with optional tours and visits to other museums.

B hotel
L in Peterhoff
D in the city

Day 17

Free morning before transfer to the airport or sea port for departure.

Day 12

B hotel

**Please, note! The dates and duration of the tour may depend on the schedule of trains.
*The program route and duration can be changed considering your wishes.

